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Abstract: This study was carried in 2010 to identify the connection between the focus, concentration and
attention and some of the basics of the tactical defensive soccer of the deaf and dumb players. The researcher
used the descriptive method of relevance to the nature of this research. The Researcher selected the sample in
the manner of intentional from first-class players from the Garb Elbalad club in Assiut. 15 players participated
in the two games in which the researcher analyzed the basics of tactical defense for them. The researcher, to
collect data, used the scientific observation to analyze the games, an interview, IQ test, concentration test, the
classification of attention and the basics tactical offensive. There is a correlation coefficient between the focus
attention and classification attention and some of the basics tactical defense. The researcher recommends
application of the tests which measure aspects of attention in the selection of soccer the deaf and dumb players
using the measurement basics form tactical defense under study.
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INTRODUCTION dumb to know the methods and ways to help deaf and

The deaf and dumb Players during the attack, they so as not they leave their places, as well as cure the defect
have the ability to observe proper positioning of the good in the organization's defense team as the positions of play
and the clarity of vision and ability to communicate difference.
through the use of the sense of sight, which helps
performance tactical offensive successful and, unlike the Research Objectives:
situation in the defense, we find that the are deaf and
dumb players, especially defenders rush a large number of Identifying the connection between the
them in the direction of the ball leaving, their places and concentration of attention and some of the basics of
positions of origin inside the stadium and shows the the tactical defensive soccer the deaf and dumb
team's disjointed image and their inability to cohesion and players.
poor organization inside the stadium, causing the creation Identify the connection between the classification of
of free areas to allow attackers the opposing team to reach attention and some of the basics of the tactical
the goal easily, given the loss of these players contact defensive soccer of the deaf and dumb players.
and dialogue with each other (hearing and speech), which
lose their interdependence and a commitment to defense, Study Questions:
as well as the presence of a large empty space between
the defensive line, allowing the team attacker exploit this What is the connection between  the  concentration
space and try to score goals. of attention and some of the basics of the tactical

The  researcher  finds  that  the  study  of  the defensive soccer of the deaf and dumb players?.
connection between the concentration and classification The connection between attention and some of the
of attention relationship. Some of the basics tactical basics of the tactical defensive soccer of the deaf and
defense enables coaches' soccer teams for the deaf and dumb players?.

dumb players on how to focus and allocation of attention
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MATERIALS AND METHODS Homogeneity of the Sample: To check the homogeneity of

Research Methodology: The researcher used the (height - weight - age training - IQ) the following table
descriptive method of relevance to the nature of this illustrates this:
research.

Research Community: Consists of the research Analysis of the References and Previous Studies: The
community of from the soccer of the deaf and dumb researcher used the analysis of references and previous
players and logged-league first-class group level for the studies to learn from previous studies as well as the
2009/2010 season ( Markez shabab Malawi Elminia - Garb tactical defensive basics appropriate to the objectives of
Elbalad club Assiut-Gameaa Elsoum and Elbokm Benisuef- the research.
sohag Elriadi club) of the community in question with the
assertion that the player registered the first division. Scientific Observation: The researcher used the scientific

The Research Sample: Research sample was selected in
the manner of intentional first-class players from the Garb The Interview:  Questionnaires   were   presented to
Elbalad club in Assiut and 15 players participated in the soccer experts and psychologists. Experts through
two games in which the researcher analyzed the basics of personal interview  for  each  individual  express an
tactical defense for them. opinion.

Reasons for Selecting the Research Sample: IQ  Test:  The  researcher  has  access  to  the references

Coach master student in the faculty. appropriate test to assess the intelligence of the deaf and
Cooperation Club officials and to facilitate the task of dumb players, then those tests were viewed to
conducting research. psychology  experts  to determine the most important
This class represents - the sample - particularly types  of Intelligence tests appropriate to the research
important for the club under the care accorded by the sample  and  acceptable,  a   researcher  for  80%  of  the
State for people with special needs. views of experts and it was the appropriate test to
Few studies conducted on this sample, particularly in measure intelligence is the intelligence test by Ahmed
the field of soccer. Zaki Saleh.

the sample, the researcher through some of the variables

Means and Instruments to Collect Data

observation to analyze the games.

and prior scientific studies to determine the most

Table 1: Mean standard deviation and coefficient of torsion of the research variables (height - weight - age training - IQ) of the core sample (n = 15)

N Measurement unit Changes M S Torsion factor

1 age age 24.93 4.26 0.151
2 high cm 172.00 3.59 0.398
3 weigh kgm 69.00 4.85 0.216
4 training age age 4.40 1.63 0.036
5 I Q degree 43.93 2.49 0.151

Table 2: Coefficient of honesty to intelligence test (N 1 + N 2 = 40)

N Sample n = 20 NS n d =20
---------------------------------- --------------------------------

Test MU M1 S1 M2 S2 T value

Intelligence test Degree 46.60 2.64 38.65 3.58 7.14

Table 3: Reliability coefficient for the IQ test (N = 20)

SM FM
------------------------------- -------------------------------

Test MU M1 S1 M2 S2 DBL Factor

Intelligence test Degree 38.65 3.58 37.35 4.01 1.3 0.89
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Table 4: Testing the honesty factor concentration and classification of attention (N 1 + N2 = 20)
N= 20 DS N= 20 NDS
------------------------------------ ------------------------------------

N TEST M1 S1 M2 S2 T Value
1 Focus 18.60 1.89 11.70 1.25 11.41
2 Classification 23.70 4.34 16.00 2.26 4.49

Table 5: Reliability coefficient for the factor concentration and classification of attention (N = 10)
FM SM
-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

N TEST M1 S1 M2 S2 Factor
1 Focus 16.00 2.26 16.10 2.33 0.991
2 Classification 11.50 1.17 11.70 1.25 0.942

Table 6: Percentage  of  the views of experts in the basics associated with the tactical defensive concentration and classification of attention to the deaf and
dumb players

% Count of agreement The principles of defensive plans N
20 % 1 Balance in defense 1
40 % 2 Depth in balance 2
20 % 1 Delay in defense 3
80 % 4 Focus in defense 4
80 % 4 Take suitable place 5
100 % 5 Saving the blind corner 6
40 % 2 (Attack 7
0 % 0 Fast play 8
100 % 5 Fast change 9
100 % 5 Covering 10
0 % 0 Playing as a man 11
40 % 2 Supporting in defense 12
20 % 1 Multi players in defense 13
100 % 5 Non dispersal 14
0 % 0 Intrusion detection 15

Transactions Used in Scientific Intelligence Test different classification and arrangement to ensure that
Honesty: The researcher calculated the true difference in conservation at the laboratory.
IQ  test on Monday 1/2/ 2010 on the two groups, one of
20 players from the soccer team of Malawi Youth Center Honesty: The researcher calculates the true differentiation
and the other sample is of 20 of players from Sohag Sport to  test the concentration and classification of attention
Club to calculate the differences between them (Table 2). on Monday 1/2/ 2010 on the two groups, one

Stability: The researcher to find the stability of center and the sample is characteristic of 10 players from
intelligence test on Monday 1/2/ 2010 laboratories the Sohag Sport Club to calculate the differences between
through the application and re-test application them and the following table illustrates this:
(Test.R.Test) and so on 20 for the player of players from
the Sohag Sport Club and then re-application after 10 Stability: The researcher produce coefficient of stability
days and the following table illustrates this. in intelligence test on Monday 1/2/ 2010 through

Test Concentration and Classification of Attention: Test Sohag club and then Re-application after 10 days and the
network to focus attention by Dorothy Harris and the following table illustrates this.
definition of Mohammad Allawi and is used to measure a
player's ability to focus his attention before participating Basics Tactical Offensive: The researcher analyzed the
in the competition. references and scientific research to limit the basics of

The classification test of attention from the design tactical defense and it has been retried 15 times. Defense
"Bourdon - Anvimov"of Mohammad Allawi" and consists tactical principle was presented to an expert to limit the
of letters a Russian theme in 31 lines and each line defense tactical principle which associated with the
consists of the sets of characters established in a manner concentration and classification of attention and he
regulated and each consisting of 3-5 characters of selected 6 tactical principles (Table 6).

characteristic of 10 of the soccer players Malawi youth

application (Test.R. Test) that on 20 players from Elriadi
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The researcher has ruled out the basics tactical Difficulties Faced by the Researcher When Conducting
defense with less than 50% approval of experts. the Research:

Form  Analysis  Basics  Tactical  Defense: The Difficulty of analyzing the performance of the players
researcher has designed a format for analysis basics during the match in order to speed performance and
tactical defense, related variables under a form containing large number of players, has tried to researcher to
the basics of tactical defense to record successful overcome that difficulty by doing filming (games into
attempts and failed attempts for each player individually the ground and the match out of the ground) to the
and the team as a whole and also data on the player has possibility of observation and recording performance
been the form on the experts to delete, modify, add and of the players of the basics of tactical defensive
reached the finalization has been approved by the experts accurately by analyzing the game and then reinstall
100%. the game more than once for the analysis for each

Transactions Form the Scientific Analysis of Tactical Difficulty of measuring all the players at one time, so
Defensive Basics: Honesty: It was the use of truth it took into account the re-tape more than once.
content (content) and that making an opinion poll of
experts and professionals in the field of soccer about the Helpful Hands: The researcher has used one of the
contents of the form and modify or delete or add as they specialists in addressing the deaf and dumb to explain the
see fit and with each amendment is shown the form again contents of the test concentration and classification of
to them until it reached its final where percentage approve attention and application of testing them - and he has
100% of the views of experts. brought the team and coach in the administrative

Objectivity:  The  researcher  has  photographed  one  of the sample.
the friendly  matches  outside  the  study  sample
between the youth  center in Malawi and Sohag Sport Implementation of the Research Plan:
Club for deaf and dumb researcher has analyzed the game
and has a peer analysis of the same game again for the It had Been applied to test the focus and attention on
same players.And the interval week to ensure the the classification of the sample before been recording
objectivity of the form and then collected the data for the and filming for the team number two to play the first
analysis of the first and second, the results were almost match out of the ground (Al-Minya Stadium Sports
one. Club) on 02.06.2010 and the second game in the land

Tools and Equipments: Istamitr device for measuring sample basic research and they are 15 players who
height and weight - a tape measure in centimeters - a participated in the basics to measure the tactical
camera and tapes to film a video recording and analysis of defensive games were analyzed for the extraction of
games - a visual display (TV) - Stopwatch. data results in preparation for the statistically treated.

player individually.

application of the standards used in the homogeneity of

(Mubarak Assiut Sports Stadium) on 02/13/2010 on a

Statistical Treatments: Arithmetic mean - standard deviation - coefficient of torsion - T. Test-
Correlation coefficient

Test Concentration and Classification of Attention (Attachment 1):

Attachment 1: Form of measurement principles tactical defensive football players
Deaf and dumb (first-class players)
The name of the player................... Center play..................... 
Club..................... Pitch...............................
Day........................ Date................................
N Principles tactically successful defense S Total f Total
1 Focus on defense
2 Suitable place in defense
3 Saving the blind corner
4 Change from defense to attack
5 Coverage
6 Non dispersal



u3-u4 100
U3+u4
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Test concentration and classification of attention.
Scale model of the distribution of attention
Method of performance test:
It is the same method of performance testing unit attention, but with the addition of the following changes.
Adjust the rate a structured step (Metronome) on the slow rhythm of 45 beats per minute and placed at a distance of meters from the player.
When you give a signal to start and operation of a stopwatch player starts searching for the letters (BC) and letters (AN) at the time of one and the same
previous method so that puts a slash from top right to bottom left on the letters (BC) and line the bottom of the letters (AN) and at the same time on the player
to distinguish between the number of beats from the moment the signal until the moment stop signal and thus his attention divided into three tasks at one
time.
When you hear it (whoa) the player put a vertical line at the last floor reached and writes at the top of the form number indicative of the number of beats that
distinguishes itself.
Note:
Time test 2 minutes.
Way to correct the test
Is extracted the following indications:
(U3) = unit attention to the duty of the first and as explained in the test intensity, being the net productivity of labor when you write letters (BC).
(U4) = unit attention to duty, a second net productivity of labor when you put a line under the letters (AN)
(O) = sign of deviation of the distribution of which is a record number that the player beats on the actual number
Distribution of attention: O =

Test network to focus attention by Dorothy Harris and the definition of Mohammad Hassan Allawi
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Scale Model to Focus Attention
Name (for those who wish): Age:
Type of sport practiced by: Club
Years of playing the game:
Level Sports Youth Center ( ) (first degree) ( ) (teams) ( )
Focus attention network test that uses a player's ability to focus his attention, especially by direct involvement in competitive sports, especially sports that
require primarily focus attention since the first moment. And the duration of the test one minute request from the player to put a dash (/) on the largest possible
number of digits, which was followed by the number assigned to that determined by the coach or sports specialist sports and should preferably be less than
the specified number of the number 65 with taking into account that the sequence numbers in a row.
Example: When you specify a number they ought to start number 17 on the player to develop a dash (/) on No. 18 then the number 19, then the number 20
and so on and not try to put a dash (/) on the number 19, then the number 18 seconds.
[Test network design to focus attention Dorothy Harris and Arabization of 

Mohammad Hassan Allawi]
55 61 85 13 52 59 78 512 784
33 29 57 31 90 97 04 926 028
70 18 86 49 77 80 39 659 632
00 88 46 01 81 98 95 718 776
34 62 42 10 17 35 47 898 248
56 69 94 72 43 07 11 936 744
02 91 14 58 74 54 22 057 953
40 20 66 41 15 26 75 996 806
24 83 45 36 30 38 08 640 950
63 12 19 25 37 16 23 217 303
Patch: the numbers are counted by the athlete correctly within a minute of the specific test procedure, are awarded the degree and one for each digit strikeout
correctly as
Temperatures increased and the athlete as this indicates that its ability to focus attention

Table 7: Correlation coefficient between the concentration of attention and some of the basics tactical defense n = 15
Changes Focus on defense Suitable place in defense Saving the blind corner Change from defense to attack Converge Non dispersal
Focus 0.851 0.782 0.892 0.733 0.770 0.872
Classification 0.881 0.731 0.924 0.868 0.909 0.835

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Modern soccer must be regulated for the players

It is clear from Table 7 that there is a correlation
function between the concentration and classification of
attention and defensive tactical basics which ranged in
value between the links (0.731) to (0.924) is greater than
the tabular t value at 0.05.

This is because an increase in factors that led to the
high level of concentration and classification of attention
to the soccer deaf and dumb players and enabled them to
produce the kinds of thinking contribute to their ability
and increased the area of visibility for them to act in
proper positions tactically different and can exploit them
to their best level of tactical defensive as possible.

Even as the focus of attention skills can be learned
and developed through training and continuous effort [1].

And the players Outstanding manifestations of a
particular attention to grow train depending on the
intensity and size, type and vary the nature and type of
activity the practitioner and adds that the attention in the
sport [2].

Wherever improve the field of vision, a crucial part in
training programs in competitive soccer until the field of
vision of the player unusual and should evolve over time,
the player shall be more comfortable and more likely to
deal under the defensive pressure [3].

exert defense positions to overcome the vastness of the
stadium so as not to allow the existence of areas of
hazardous occupied by an attacker without a defender
against him where it becomes the players exert team
awareness and understanding of and experience in
understanding the relative importance of each area of the
pitch [4].

CONCLUSION

There is a correlation function between the
concentration and classification of attention and
defensive tactical basics (focus on defense- suitable
place in defense- saving the blind corner- change
from defense to attack - converge - non dispersal).

Recommendations

Application of the tests which measure aspects of
attention in the selection of soccer the deaf and
dumb players.
To allocate part of the unit's training different levels
of soccer players on the improvement and
development of the manifestations of attention as a
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